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And munch the five-cent sandwich
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What would the humy office pent.
cause of liberty at stake, but large com- duce too many eggs. Orange growers ton, half a bushel of Irish potatoes, two ?R. Within
K. Mupkittrick in New Tork Jour
morists do without us?? New York Evemercial interests are involved. Ifparare compelled to ask congress for a tariff bushels of sweet potatoes, twenty wa- i nal.
ning Journal.
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protection; the chicken business
no such protection.

mltted to hold 1 on to Cuba the Spanish
government will not carry out any
promises It may make. It Is not the
habit of Spain to keep faith with her dependencies, and In the future, as in the
past, Its necessities will lead to oppressive taxation, and the repression of industrial andcommerclal enterprise. The
Interests of liberty, humanity and of
the world's commerce demand! that Cuba
from the clutch of
shall be released
Spain, and this country should exert itself to effect that consummation.
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Regular 35c Brooms, 25c
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for a Twenty-four Dollar Stove.
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My Removal Sale
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Bargains In Men's Second-band
Wheels, nearly new...

534 S. Broadway

LVD. B. WINSTON

Consumption Cured...
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"Treatise oo Consumption"

AMYADDRE3B:

DR. W. HARRISON BALLARD,
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$10.00

Trou.er? to Measure, J5.50
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A. J. JOnaS

125 South Spring Street.
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Dr. Yokiami

'

Specialist In ths treatment of ths mind
and nervous system. "X Ray" used
In the diagnosis of all diseases. 230-31
Bradbury Block. Office hours, 10 a.
m, to 3 P-m-i 5 to 7 P. ni-

